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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the radiation heat transfer from the
melt in a Czochralski crystal growing furnace in the presence of a
radiation shield The change of radiation heat transfer effects
three basic areas, the cooling rate of the crystal, the bulk flow
and the bulk temperature of the melt. The shield is installed
above the melt to inhibit the heat transfer from the melt to the
cooling crystal, allowing the crystal to grow 40% faster.
Radiation is the primary mode of heat transfer in the furnace where
the temperature to grow silicon crystals is around 1773K.
The governing equations are the three-dimensional Navier
Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates for laminar flow, with
the buoyancy term present, and the energy equation. The boundary
conditions at the free surface of the melt are nonlinear due to the
presense of the radiation. Instead of introducing the stream
function to facilitate the solution, the Svanberg vorticity
parameter, w/r, was introduced. The resulting equations were
solved by an iterative process to yield the velocity distribution
in the melt. Then these equations were used to solve the unsteady
state energy equation. The radiation viewfactors were calculated
by using a program called CONFACII. The temperature values thus
obtained were used for the buoyancy terms in the Navier Stokes
equations.
INTRODUCTION
In the manufacturing of solid state electronic devices and in
solar cells, silicon wafers are primarly used as the base material.
The wafers are produced by slicing a solid silicon crystal grown in
a Czochralski furnace. The crystals are grown in a low pressure,
(20 torr) high temperature (1773K) environment, so radiation is
the primary method of heat transfer in the furnace. The objective
of this work is to show the effect of introducing a radiation
shield to enhance crystal growth. This paper will begin with a
short description of the crystal growing process.
NOMENCLATURE
Cv specific heat (J/kg-K)
g gravitational acceleration (cm/sec^)
H melt depth (cm)
p pressure (N/m2)
r radial coordinate (cm)
Rcru crucible radius (cm)
Rcrys crystal radius (cm)
Ri-w spacial thermal resistance (1/cm2)
Ri surface thermal resistance (1/cm )
T absolute temperature (K)
1-cru
absolute temperature of the crucible (K)
^crys absolute temperature of crystal (K)
u outward radial velocity (cm/sec)
v azimuthal velocity (cm/sec)
w upward axial velocity (cm/sec)
z axial coordinate, measured from the crucible bottom (cm)
S Svanberg vorticity 1/ (cm-sec)
a volumetric expansion coefficient (1/K)
e emissivity
v kinematic viscosity (m^/sec)
P density (gm/cm"5)
o Stefan-Boltzmann constant W/(K^-m2)
4* Stokes streamfunction (cmJ/sec)
co vorticity, 8w/8r
- 8u/3z (1/sec)
0 swirl, rv (cm2/sec)
0 cru crucible rotation rate (cm2/sec)
n
crys crystal rotation rate (cm2/sec)
THE CRYSTAL GROWTH IN A CZOCHRALSKI FURNACE
This study was done to determine the effects of a radiation
shield on the temperature and velocity profiles of the melt in a
crucible and the effect it has on the radiation heat transfer in
the furnace. This radiation shield is located above the molten
surface in a furnace used to grow silicon crystals for integrated
circuits or solar cells. The crystal growing process starts by
melting pure silicon in a pure quartz crucible in an oxygen free,
low pressure surroundings. Then, a perfect silicon crystal (either
1:0:0 or 1:1:1 orientation), called a seed, is lowered into the
melt. The temperature of the melt is then lowered until the solid
seed maintains equilibrium. The crucible and seed are continuously
rotated in opposite directions, and the seed is then raised at a
speed of 2.5 to 10 cm per hour for a 7.5 cm diameter crystal. The
seed and crystal diameter is controlled by the temperature and pull
speed; as the temperature is lowered or the pull speed is reduced
the crystal will grow larger and conversely, the opposite
conditions will reduce the diameter.
The crystal growing process consists of four steps, 1) melt
the solid polysilicon, 2) grow the seed, 3) crystal growth, and 4)
cool down to prevent cracking. The time required to produce a 5 kg
crystal is about 12.5 hours. The breakdown of this time period
into the four steps is 1.5 hours for melt down, 1 hour for seed
growth, 9 hours for crystal
growth and 1 hour for the crystal to
cool.
The crystal growing time for a 10cm diameter crystal being
pulled at 9 cm/hour is 72% of the total time. The goal of any
crystal growing process is to produce as much material per unit
time as possible. To achieve this goal, the growing time should be
reduced. To reduce this time, the growth rate has to be increased.
The growth rate of the crystal is determined by the rate at
which the silicon solidifies. The heat of fusion given off during
this solidification is transported through the crystal and into the
supercooled melt just under the crystal surface. To increase the
pull speed, this heat has to be dissipated faster. This can be
done in two ways, 1) the melt temperature can be lowered or, 2) the
crystal surrounding temperature can be reduced. The method of
reducing the melt temperature is to lower the heater output. This
cools the crucible wall and then the melt. There is a point when
the melt gets so cold that it will start to freeze at nucleation
sites on the crucible wall. This is referred to as wall freeze.
The wall freeze then starts to grow towards the center and if left
to grow long enough, it will actually reach the crystal. To save
the crystal, it has to be pulled out, thus producing smaller
crystals .
The other method for increasing the pull speed is to allow the
crystal to lose more heat to the surroundings. In a typical
system, the surface of
the melt radiates heat to the crystal thus
reducing the rate
of cooling. When a radiation shield is
introduced between the melt surface and the crystal, the heat
transfer is reduced allowing the crystal to cool faster.
The goal of this thesis is to show that the melt surface will
lose heat at a slower rate and the crystal will lose more heat by
radiation with the installation of a radiation shield. This will
then allow higher pull speeds and better yields of the crystallized
material. The shield also results in another beneficial
by-product, lower energy consumption. This is achieved by
insulating the melt surface and thus requiring lower heater
temperature to maintain the same melt temperature.
HISTORY OF VARIOUS WORKS
The first work of numerical solutions to flow and temperature
profiles in a Czochralski furnace was done by Kobayski and Arizumi
in 19751 1] - During the late 1970's, Langlois, [2 ,3,4,5] in his four
papers also covered bulk flow parameter of melt in the crucible.
These papers present several improvements. The vertical grid size
in the numerical scheme was reduced at the top and bottom to show
more detail and to reveal the reverse flow pattern in the melt just
under the crystal. A direct method to solve the Naiver-Stokes
equation by matrix manipulation was presented to reduce the
computing time over the
iterative method. The last improvement was
the introduction of Svanberg vorticity parameter. This paper
considers the radiation heat loss from the surface of the melt,
instead of free radiation assumed in previous papers. Another
3
factor that was not considered in any paper so far is the influence
of the heat of fusion from the crystal in the bulk flow patterns.
This thesis follows the same practice.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The crystal growing system consists of six elements, crystal,
crucible, melt, furnace wall, top cover and shield as shown in
Figure 1. The furnace (walls and top cover) is typically
water-
cooled and is sealed to prevent air leakage. An oxygen-free
environment is provided by continuously purging argon at low
pressure (20 torr). This reduces the build up of silicon monoxide
that can cause problems as the crystal grows. The crucible is made
from ultra pure fused quartz. The crystal is started by a seed of
either 1:0:0 or 1:1:1 orientation. The melt is pure polysilicon
doped with boron to achieve the proper resistivity for applications
in integrated circuits or solar cells. The radiation shield, as
far as the author knows, has only been used on an experimental
basis. The material for the shield used was pure graphite that was
pre-baked under vacuum to remove contaminations. The physical
parameters used are listed in Table 1.
We wish to determine the effects of a radiation shield on the
cooling rate of the crystal and the temperature of the molten
silicon. This is done by comparing the heat loss from the crystal,






















FIGURE 1 - LAYOUT OF CZOCHRALSKI FURNACE
TABLE 1
Melt density: 2.33 gm/cm3
Specific heat: 9.75 x 104 J/kg~K
Kinematic viscosity: 233M2/sec.
Thermal diffusivity: 1.4 cm2/sec.






Furnace Top Place: 0.40
Shield angle:
30
Crucible radius: 11.55 cm
Crystal radius: 3.75 cm
Crystal height: 20 cm
Melt depth: 10.91 cm
Crucible rotation rate: 1.47 rad/sec.
Crystal rotation rate: -2.31 rad/sec.
(counter-rotation)
Crucible temperature: 1773.0 K
Crystal temperature: 1685.0 K
Wall temperature: 900K
Furnace top plate temperature: 450K
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The equations used to solve this problem involved first
casting them in differential form and then, in finite difference
form. The finite difference form will consist of an iterative
solution over a grid pattern containing two types of cells, axis
and off axis elements, fig 2a, b. The four governing equations
describing this problem are; 1) continuity equation, 2) three
dimensional Navier Stokes equation, 3) conservation of energy
equation with the free melt surface energy boundary condition
described by radiation network equation, 4) Svanberg Vorticity
equation. The following assumptions were made: (i) a steady state
system; (ii) no-slip velocity condition; (iii) specified
temperatures on all solid surfaces except the radiation shield;
(iv) no heat generation due to the heat of fusion or by fluid
friction and (v) temperature independent physical properties.
In the equations that follow, the independent variables are: T the
temperature, u, w, and v respectively, the radial, axial, and
rotational fluid velocities, p the pressure, m vorticity parameter,
and V the Stream function. The constant parameters used are, k the
thermal diffusivity, P the density, v the kinematic viscosity, g the
gravitational acceleration and a the volume expansion coefficient,
and T0 the average melt temperature.





FIGURE 2b - OFF-AXIS GRID CELL
The seven dependent variables (u, w, v, T, p,w , y) are functions of
r, z, and time. They are independent with 9 the angular
direction. The rotational velocity is non-zero and the pressure
term will not be solved for. Presented in functional form, the
dependent variables are:
u = u(r, z, t)
w = w(r, z, t)
v = v(r, z, t) ^ 0
T = T(r, z, t)
w = (r, z, t)
= (r, z, t)
The first governing equation is the continuity equation,
Id dw
The conservation of momentum for the fluid is described by the well
known Naiver-Stokes equation. The Naiver-Stokes equation in
cylindrical coordinates are simplified using the Boussinesq approx
imation. The Boussinesq approximation assumes that compressibility
may be neglected but the thermal expansion may not and this only
_9_
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modifies the gravitation force. With
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= a'/ar2 + (l/r)3/3r +
a2/az2
.
The energy equation is
f +^^(ruT) + ^f (WT) =K V2T 5
The five dependent variables, T, u, v, w, and p, are coupled
in the five equations. The fluid properties are assumed to be
constant over the range of the dependent variables.
To solve equations 2 and 3, the radial and axial velocities
are expressed in terms of the Stokes stream function, Y ,
u
= (1/r) 3^/3 2 , w = - (l/r) 3 ^/3r
This definition satisfies the continuity equation, equation 1.
Introducing the vorticity parameter co , defined by,
co = 3w/3r - 3u/9Z
0
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The stream function and vorticity are related by,
a/ 1 3^ \ 1 92^




The pressure term in the Naiver-Stokes equation was eliminated by
cross differentiation of the radial and axial components yielding
(See appendix I for derivation)
& + jf (.) ? ^f () + *2 . |I + **,, - *j
The evaluation of co in equation was not done directly. A new
variable called the Svanberg Vorticity term, S, was introduced as
proposed by Langious[4]. It is
S = co/r 10
This variable is constant for an incompressible fluid where
rotational symmetry is present. When the
substitution for 10 is
made in equation (9) and simplified it becomes
3S. 1 9 (rUS) ._!_ (wS) 3 / tf\
It r
|T"
^ az \ r'4 /
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where the angular momentum is defined by
Q = rv
From this point onwards, we will use the set of equations 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 instead of equations 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
In order to formulate the boundary conditions the following
assumptions were used.
1. The temperatures of the crystal, the crucible and the wall
and the top cover of the furnace are uniform.
2. There is no heat transfer from the crucible to the melt,
so the temperature of the melt touching the crucible and
the crucible are the same.
3. The melt can be treated as an opaque material.
4. At the melt surface, radiation is the only mode of heat
transfer.
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CRUCIBLE WALL, r = Rcru





CRYSTAL FACE, z = H, R Rcry
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The problem as expressed in the differential form cannot be solved
directly. The common approach to a solution is to express each
equation in a time dependent difference form. These equations can
then be iterated by marching along using small time steps. Since
the equations are coupled, each equation must be processed at each
time step and used for approximate values for the next step.
Equations 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 11 will now be recast in finite
difference form.
The rotational velocity equation 4 becomes
Tt ui,J rr S1.J 'z. r. i,.)
r.jj2 13
The energy equation 5
becomes
AT
i* + -~ (r. u. . T. . ) +
-r- (w. . T. . ) = K
V2
T. 1*
At r Ar. 1 i,j i,j Az i,j i,j i,j
11 J
13
The radial and axial velocities in equation 6 are
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The vorticity parameter, as defined by equation 7 becomes
Aw. . Au.
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l l l l - l l
'd Az2
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The vorticity parameter and stream function are related,
and
equation 8 becomes
a i AT. . 2
-A- f-A^j^L) . ^.AA_ 17
Ar. lr. Ar. '
+
r. 2 _a)i i
ii i i Az 'J
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Before the finite difference equations can be solved, a grid
pattern had to be developed. There are two different types of grid
cells that model the fluid in the melt, on-axis and off-axis cells.
This was required to handle terms of 1/r that would be undefined at
the axis in the Svanberg equation. So, an entirely separate set of
integral equations had to be developed as described in appendix 2.
The cells bounding the top and bottom surface are only one half in
height. This puts the grid coordinate on the boundary. The
interior points in the energy and rotational equations were solved
using central difference method and another set of equations were
required to evaluate the boundary points using either forward or
backward difference method. As can be seen several sets of
equations were required to solve this problem. These methods were
employed for each term in equations 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
These equations are coupled with each other, so they had to be
solved as a set of equations rather than separate equations. The
finite difference form of the boundary conditions is presented
later in the section on the method of solution.
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METHOD OF SOLUTION
A single solution can now be found by solving the difference
form of the equations for each particular set of conditions. The
basic approach was to assume initial values for the independent
variables, t, u, v, w, co , and Y . Then a delta that represents a
change in these variables would be calculated to improve the
initial values. Now using the improved values, a new delta is
calculated and this process was repeated until the delta change
became very small and could be neglected. There were six sections
to the solution as outlined below.
1. Dimension and initialize the parameters (or use values
from last run)
2. Calculate new radial and axial velocity components
Calculate:
a. A S
b. S from A S
c. co from A S
d. 4* from A co, boundary conditions
e. u,cofromA Y
3. Calculate new temperature distribution
Calculate:
a. AT conduction, Melt
16
3. (cont'd)
b. AT conduction, Surface
c. AT radiation, Surface
1. Viewfactor






4. Calculate new rotational velocity
a. Boundary condition (rotation of crystal +




5. Check for the vorticity parameter (feedback)
a. Calculated from velocities and averaged with vorticity
calculated from S.
6. Check for steady-state to stop calculation.
The flow chart for the computer program is given in Appendix 4.
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Now each of these steps will be discussed in more detail,
starting with the initialization of the independent variables.
This was done in two methods 1) initial guess or 2) use the values
from the previous run. In the first case, S.Y , co , u, and w were
set to zero and estimated values for T and w were calculated.
Estimated values for T and w were obtained by a proportional
average of the fixed boundary conditions. In the second case, the
values of all the independent variables were stored and used to
initiate the next run.
Svanberg Vorticity Equation
The next step is to calculate the new values of axial and
radial velocities via S and V . The new value of S is obtained by
calculating each term of equation 18 and summing, then multiplying
by At. Equation 18 can be symbolicly written in the following
form.





At At At At
(AS
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The physical meaning of each of the terms in equation 19 can
be related by the subscripts as follows: radial advection (ra),
axial advection (za), coupling term (c), bouyancy term (b), radial
viscious (rv), axial viscious (zv).
Each term in equation (19) is integrated over each cell to
obtain S by the following scheme.
One of the terms will be expanded (for more detail see
appendix 2).
V i^ii = ff _A_ _|_ (ruS) dvAt I f r 3r 20"71-
V ttA z (r2 - r2)
= 2ir rA rAz 21
(AS. J
-2+ ri"
k^-* [ HJ 7
V ^T- 2lT











The evaluation of the weighted average over each cell (Figure
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where,
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<f>r+z = fr + A r/2, z - A z/2 (Point B Figure 3)
-
(fi,j + fl+l,J + fi,j-l + fi-l j-i)/4
A r+, z+
C r+, z




Then returning to equation (27), equation for point C in Figure (3)
becomes
<f>r+ = (fj.j+1, fi,j-l, fi+l,j+l fi+l,j-l)M
or the average of the four exterior points rather than simply the
average between the (i,j) and (i+l,j) terms.
Due to the fact that some terms of equation 18 have a 1/r
term, two types of grid cells were used as seen in Figure 2 to
evaluate values at r
= 0 . This required two complete sets of
evaluations of the terms in equation 19.
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Once has been calculated, the new value of S is simply
arrived at by equation
Snew = Sold +/"a_s\ a t
W
Using the new value of S, co is then calculated by equation 10.
Equation 8 was then used to be solved for the Y values for
each point in the interior. This is done directly presented in [3]
rather than iterative method. This method uses matrix
manipulation, in the following simplified sequence.
1. Form a matrix of grid locations.
2. Calculate eigenvalues for the above matrix using the
subroutine TQL2 ref. [9].
3. Transform axes to get diagonal matrix using the QL
algorithm.
4. Solve transformed equation.
5. Re-transform solution for actual values.
A brief summary of the iterative method will be given here
[2]. This solution of the stream function entails evaluating the
equation (7). This is done by applying successive overrelaxation





where /3 is a relaxation factor. As present in [3], the direct
method is about 5 times faster than the iterative method and there
is no possibility of false convergence.
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ROTATIONAL EQUATION
Equation 13 was used to calculate the rotational velocity (v).
An initial estimate of the rotational velocity was needed before
the other velocities could be calculated. These estimates were
obtained by iterating the static term,
[V]^
term of equation 3.
To speed up convergence, a proportional average for the interior
points was calculated from the boundary values. It turned out that
a relatively good estimate of the rotational velocity was required
to reduce instability in the main program. These estimated values
were fed into the main program to obtain the radial and axial
velocities. There was some difficulty in evaluating the dynamic
terms (velocity coupled terms) next to the boundaries. To overcome
this problem the dynamic terms next to the boundaries were set to
zero so the rest of the problem could be solved. Updating the
rotation velocities required two arrays, an old and a new. The new




equation 14 was the third major equation





where < is the thermal diffusivity.
This equation was handled in the same manner as the rotational
equation in terms of establishing an estimate of initial profile
and updating the new profile. This equation was processed in the
same manner as the rotational equation was. The initial estimate
was a proportional average and the updating of the new profile was
done in the same way. The velocity coupled terms were not set to
zero as in the case of the rotational equations. The boundary
conditions were more complicated, since the convection and
radiation components were to be combined.
Once the interior values of V are obtained, the boundary
conditions can be calculated. A summary of the boundary conditions
adapted for the finite difference scheme is given below [2].
AXIS, r = 0
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y I R -Ar , z ) , v =
I cru /
-2






CRYSTAL FACE, z = H, R < Rcry
* = 0, u -
r
-2




FREE MELT SURFACE, z = H, Rcry < r < Rcru
* = - - o, Av/Az - o, AT/At . ATcon v. - ATred. 34e
The A Tradiatlon term requires a careful scrutiny and is
described in the following section.
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RADIANT ENERGY BALANCE AT THE MELT SURFACE
There are three major considerations in the radiation boundary
conditions at the melt surface, the net heat loss from the surface,
the heat transfer from the cooling crystal, and the temperature
profile of the melt surface. These were determined by considering
a systems with and without a radiation shield. To facilitate this
evaluation, the problem was broken into three areas, surface
equilibrium, radiation viewfactors and the radiation network
equations.
Melt Surface Equilibrium
The melt surface elements are at thermal equilibrium when
their change in internal energy is zero. The change in internal
energy, A u in the finite difference form is




where p is the density, cv is the specific heat,
V is the volume.
For equilibrium, ATij/ A t
must be equal to zero. This
change in temperature of the
surface element is zero when the
convective heat transfer Qconv from the melt equals the
radiation heat transfer Qrad to the
surroundings.
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The quantity Qconv in the absence of other mechanisms of
heat transfer from a given surface element causes a temperature
change of the element. The rate of this temperature change is
designated by (AT/At)conv. In the presence of radiative heat
transfer from the surface of the element, the temperature of the
element changes at a rate (AT/At)rad. The difference between
these two rates is responsible for the net change in the internal
energy of the element. Thus rewritting equation 35
AU





and then solving for
AT. . ,
X>1 = A (q _ Q 37
At pc V conv rad
The convection term of equation 36 can be calculated by the
energy equation, so to solve
this equation, an expression for the
radiation term must be developed.
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Radiation Network Equations
To calculate the heat loss due to radiation, an electrical
equivalent circuit of the radiation heat flow was constructed (see
Figures 4 and 5). The wall, top plate, and the crystal are at
known temperatures and the N surface element temperatures varied
from iteration to iteration. The iterations were needed to solve
the governing momentum equations until the heat transfer by
radiation equaled the heat loss due to conduction. The general
















a = 5.67 x 10 W/ (K
m ) .
In the above equation, E^ is the blackbody emissire power, J
is the radiosity, Ri is the surface resistance, R-j_x is the
spacial resistance, E is the emissivity, Fi_n is the radiation
viewfactor, A is the
surface area and a is the Ste fan-Bo ltzman
constant.
Equation 38 is then put in matrix form and solved. This
enables the calculation of the heat loss due to radiation.
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This equation is broken into 3 matrixes, A the resistance elements,
J the radiosity unknowns and B the emissive power of the elements.
The areas used for calculating the resistance values were of the
complete element, for example, a ring for the surface elements, or
the total surface area of the crystal. The radiation viewfactor 's









































































Ebi = (11.51 - 13.39)

















































Ri = (.0486 -
.1155)
Z Ebj = (11.53-13.23)
FIGURE 5 - NETWORK SYSTEM WITH SHIELD
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The resistance matrix was 17 x 17 for the case with shield. This
set of simultaneous equations were then solved for the radiosity
values by using a subroutine called LEQ2S from the Statistical and
Mathematics library. This routine allowed the inverse matrix of
(A) to be saved for future calculations.
The next step was to calculate the radiant heat loss Qracj






Using equation 37 (Qconv
= ) and equation 40
(AT. .) Q , (E,
- J )




Equation 37 can be rewritten in the following form.
V At /ronv
Vtc




The new temperature at the surface
becomes
AT.
T = T + ( ^?J ) At 43
new old At .
J
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A steady state was assumed to have been reached when rate of
change of temperature was less than ,05K/sec. This rate of change
produced a change in the final temperature values of less than 1K
when allowed to run 200 iterations. The resistance values that
make up the network matrix must be calculated and this requires the
evaluation of the radiation viewfactors between the radiating
surfaces.
View Factors
The radiation viewfactors between the free surface of the
melt, crystal, wall, shield, and furnace top had to be obtained. A
computer program, Confac II [7] was used to evaluate these
viewfactors. Consider any two elemental areas A and B. In general
area A may see all of area B or part of area B, or none of it.
Which one of these three possibilites is applicable to a given pair
of elemental surfaces, depends upon whether the rays connecting the
edges of surfaces A and B are blocked by another surface such as
the crystal.




Radiant energy leaving surface #1
The surface-to-shield viewfactors were calculated by
determining the area
"seen"
by a surface element. This was done by
constructing the surfaces and tangent planes with equation and
then





































1. Determine equation of shield surface
xl2 + YI2 " (ci z +
b)2 = 0.
c\
= slope of the shield cone
b = intercept (z = 0)
2. Determine the equation of the surface tangent to the
shield that passes through the surface element grid point.
(W 2*1 + (y2-y])2y>- (*rz2) - (c]2l + b)Cl o
(xl>yi) = point on shield
(x,y2) = point on surface
3. Solve equation (45) for x,
x:
=












Cl (Cj tj >)
5. Calculate X, Y at the top and bottom of the shield (points
C, B in figure 6) for a given Z.
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6. The shield is defined by a set of points calculated
between points A-B-C-D-A and using equal spacing
determined by dividing the arc.
a. Calculate the angle 0 = tan-* y^/xi
b. Divide by the number of division desired (n)
c. Calculate the points by
X = R shield sin (n-1) (0/n)
Y = R shield cos (n-1) (0/n)
This procedure was repeated for each grid cell on the surface
of the melt. The subroutine CONFAC II required the location of the
points and an outline of the surface defined by the points listed
counter clockwise. For the rest of the viewfactor calculations see
appendix 3.
In figure 6, the area of the shield seen by element A is
symmetric about any radial line. So, only half of the surface was
described and the viewfactor was then doubled. For each view-
factor the program was written for the general case, so if the size
or location of the system was different, the program could
calculate new grid points and a new viewfactor. This feature
allowed the evaluation of the effect of height and angle of the
shield. The viewfactor had to be calculated for both cases, with
and without the shield because many surface elements did not
interact with one another when the shield was introduced. This
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method was checked by calculating the viewfactor of an enclosed
area. The sum was very close to 1. as it is supposed to be. The
problem has been completely defined so the evaluation and problems
encountered in running the program will be discussed next.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM AND STABILITY
The computer used to solve this problem was a VAX Computer,
located at the Rochester Institute of Technology and the program
language was Fortran. The program (appendix 5) consisted of a main
program and five subroutines (2 original and 3 pre-program) . A
detailed flow chart can be found in appendix 4 . The main program
computed the fluid velocity and temperature profiles. Two
subroutines calculated the shapes of the elements for input to
Confac II, a subroutine to evalute the radiation shape factors, and
evaluated the radiation heat transfer at the surface. The three
pre-programs were TQL2 which solved the eigenfactor, LE01S which
solved the system of simultaneous radiation network equations, and
Confac II that calculated the radiation viewfactors. A relatively
small number of grid points (400) was used for economizing on the
storage space in the computer and the computation time.
A major problem in solving these types of fluid equations is
stability. The other problem is amount of time required to
determine where the results are going. The two problems are inter
related; the smaller the time step
the more stable it becomes but
longer time is required to determine whether the results are right
or not.
There were four areas where stability was a
problem. The
initial estimates of the rotation and
temperature profile was the
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first area of concern. Poor initial values of these estimates
cause the stream function to become unstable. To solve this
problem, the initial values for the rotation and temperature were
improved by a better proportioning scheme and more iterations. A
second method was to store the previously run values for these
parameters to start the next run.
The second source of instability was the time interval. After
each iteration the maximum permissible time interval for the
temperature and rotation equation were calculated. If the value of
the time step negative, a small value such as .002 sec. was used
for the time step. If the value was greater than zero and less
than .02 second, it was used as is, and if it was greater than .02,
it was set to .02. Larger values caused instability in the other
equations.
The third source of instability was found in the method of
evaluating some of the differencing equations. The first
attempt
to solve the radial viscous term, led to instability as can be seen
in the following example.
(AS. .)
l
, 2 rv r . A r O^X-O^A.)
The first step was to use the product rule on (r^s)


































Now when r-termSare calculated
2rS







^ (Si,j+1 " Si-1, 3+1 + Sl,J-l " S
-l,j-l)
If the values of the grid points develop in a pattern like
fig. 8, equation 49 will propogate this pattern. When examining
the r2 terms (much larger than the other terms), the four outer
terms stay the same sign and when the (i, j+1), (i, j-1) terms are
subtracted they change sign. The result is the center grid point
52b
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that is being evaluated goes larger in the same sign as the outer
points. This makes the next point get larger in the other
direction. Thus, the equation goes unstable.
+B "A +
+ - + -
Figure 8 - Instability Grid Values
To overcome this problem, instead of using the (i+l,j+l), (i-l,j-l)
term for approximating (i+l,j) or (i,j+l), (i,j-l) for (i,j) the
2(i+l,j) or 2)i,j) term should be averaged in. Equations 51b and
52b become
(ASi,jV:#([2 (Si+i^i+ ^ (Si-i, U, j-iG
+ ^T rL2(S_ _ + S,+1 ,_,)
+r_2



















Now if point A in fig. 8 is calculated, the plus terms are added to
the minus terms before the difference is taken. This fact made the
equation stable and this scheme was also used in evaluating the
other terms to prevent instability.
Instability was also due to trying to satisfy the vorticity
boundary conditions. A gradually decreasing grid size near the
boundary was used in the beginning but this complicated the
averaging schemes so it was dropped. With the smaller grid size,
the reverse flow just under the crystal (dotted area in fig. 9),




Address the vorticity boundary conditions, a type of feedback
was used. The problem was the flow patterns were well behaved but
it took as many as 600 iterations. Then the
flow (y ) pattern got
smaller until the values went negative and went unstable or
unbounded. After studying the numbers and varying some of the
values, a check on the vorticity
term was calculated using the
calculated values of velocities and the equation 7.
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This value of oj was called Wcheck. Wcheck was subtracted
from the u calculated from S, as a measure of accuracy. The
feedback was achieved by averaging and Wcheck and recalculating
Shi and the velocities. This mechanism slowed the rate of growth
of flow field but kept the boundary values from going unstable.
The accuracy of the interior points was very good, and the boundary
point values was satisfactory.
All these methods to keep stability under control added more
calculations per iteration. For example, while debugging the
equation, a four minute cpu time was used because that was the
maximum before it became a special job. The program took about
\H minutes to compile, which left 2 1/2 minutes for calculation.
The amount of iteration dropped from around 150 to 300 iterations.
This led to very long runs of 40 minutes which meant overnight
service and sometimes required another 40 minutes (80 minutes
total). This made it very difficult to evaluate the relative
effectiveness of each of these methods but the feedback method
seemed to have the most dramatic effect on controlling the velocity
profile.
The method used to determine when a steady state was to
monitor the (difference between successive values of * ) . The
difference or error was calculated on a absolute basis. The square
root of sum of the difference divided by the sum of the absolute
value of the sum and the time interval. This gave a good
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indication when the values had reached an approximate solution.
When this error value remained relatively constant, the program was
stopped, and the fluid and temperature profiles were examined.
Fluid, Temperature, and Radiation Profiles
The results can be broken down into three areas, 1) flow
profile, 2) temperature profile, and 3) effects of the radiation
shield. The values for the various parameter used are listed in
Table 1 (page 6a).
The flow profile can be seen in Figure 9. (The actual values
are in appendix 6.) This is a plot of constant values of the
stream function f or flow velocity in the radial and axial
directions. The velocity was determined only to feed into the
temperature equation so a finer grid was not used. The fine grid
would have shown more detail of the flow such as the Taylor column
effect or the reverse flow under the crystal as shown by a dash
line ref.[5]. The rotational velocity was basically proportional
to the radius times the crucible or
crystal rotation. The influence
of the reverse rotation of the crystal
could be seen about three
cells deep at which the flow
reversed direction. This was the





FIGURE 9 - FLOW STREAMLINES
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The temperature profile as seen in Figure 10, shows grid
points of equal temperature. The results compare to earlier papers
[ref. 2, 4, 5], except for the effect of the radiation shield. The
effects of the shield can be seen in Figure 11. The surface
temperature is plotted as a function of the radius. The four
curves represents a no shield, 45 degree shield, with and without
compensation, and the one obtained from reference 3 for comparsion.











































FIGURE 11 - SURFACE TEMPERATURE
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The effect due to a change in angle of the shield was small.
The effect of height of the shield from the surface was also small.
Three runs with different heights were made, 0, 1, 2 cm above the
melt with the same slope angle, and there was less than a degree
drop as the shield was raised.
The surface temperature plot (Figure 11) shows the difference
between using a radiation shield and not. The initial dip in the
plot with the shield is due to a gap between the shield and the
crystal where free radiation occurs. The no shield curve shows a
large temperature drop due to the loss of surface radiation. The
curves demonstrate that the crucible temperature with the shield in
place could be lowered and still maintain the melt temperature
above the freeze point. The crucible wall temperature can be
lowered by 6 K and still maintain the same temperature around
surface temperature around the crystal.
Results
There were two areas of change on the crystal growing process
with the use of a radiation shield, 1) the cooling rate of the
crystal, 2) the surface temperature of the
melt. As the crystal
grows, heat of fusion has to be
dissipated and most of this heat is
given off in the form of radiation from the crystal. So, the rate
at which the heat leaves the crystal governs the rate of growth.
The melt surface is the only part of the
system which is at a high
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temperature and therefore it acts as a heat source. This heat
source heats the crystal and thus retards the cooling process for
the crystal. The radiation shield reduces this effect of the melt






This heat loss was calculated for the system with and without









7-r-1 X 100 = 40%
crys
This percent is strongly influenced by the average crystal
temperature, in this case 1400K was used. The higher the
temperature the lower the percentage and visa versa.
When the shield was introduced, the melt surface temperature
increased as seen in Figure 11. This was not a desirable condition
because this surface would have a higher potential to emit
radiation. This meant that for a proper comparison of the heat
losses from the crystal with and without shield, it was necessary
to have the same radiant energy from the melt surface in both
cases. To make the two surfaces equivalent, the sum of the
temperatures to the fourth power were made equal.




In order to ensure the above condition, the crucible
temperature of the system with the shield was modified while
leaving other parameters in Table 1 unchanged.
In order to satisfy equation 56, the temperature of the
crucible had to be lowered by 6K from the value that was used for
the case without the shield. The radiation shield stabilized at
1334
K.
The velocity and temperature profiles (figures 9. 10)
correlated well with those obtained by Langlois, [5] except for the
reverse flow pattern under the crystal (figure 9). This small
disagreement is due to the relatively coarse grid used. This
inconsistency can be eliminated by employing a finer grid, as it
was confirmed in a special run. However, this run entailed large
amounts of computer time. Since the reverse flow pattern under the
crystal does not affect the radiation heat transfer at the surface,
a coarse grid was used to economize computer time. The lowering of
the crucible temperature and increasing the rate of cooling of the
crystal partially explains the experimental result by Lane [ref.
10] of 25Z increase of crystal growth with a radiation shield.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The important result was that less heat was transferred to the
crystal from the melt with a radiation shield. This has two
implications, faster cooling of the crystal producing higher growth
rates and lower energy consumption (lower crucible temperature).
The shield helps in two areas, near the crystal and the crucible
wall. With the same wall temperature the melt temperature is
higher in both areas. This will reduce the occurrence of wall
freeze that stops crystal growth. Also, the wall temperature can be
lowered to achieve higher growth rates without surface freeze.
Some experimental work done by Lane [10] shows a 25% increase with
a radiation shield. There are other areas that also can account
for this increase that were could be investigated in the future.
These areas are in the total energy picture of the growing process.
As the shield is keeping the heat from leaving the surface, it is
also reducing the direct radiation to the crystal. This will allow
the crystal to cool faster thus, explaining some of the increased
growth rate.
The Czochralski crystal growing process has three major
components that are interrelated; the crystal, the melt and the
furnace. Much work has been done in analyzing the melt and some
work on the melt and solid crystal interface. This thesis
evaluates the interactions between the melt and crystal to the
furnace thru radiation heat transfer. Further work could entail
54
the entire system, involving the convection heat transfer of the
melt, the heat of fusion at the crystal interface and the
radiation
heat given off from the melt and crystal.
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1. Naiver-Stokes and Rotational Equations
2. Svanberg Vorticity
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The expansion of the terms in the Svanberg Vorticity
Equations
was developed by W. E. Langlois [ref.
4]. A section of his work is
presented here. The first section is the
basic equations used to
describe the terms in the developement of
the equation. The second
section is the expansion of the equation
for the off axis and on
axis grid points.
2. CONSERVATIVE DIFFERENCING FOR THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM - OFF THE AXIS
Those grid cells which do not lie on the axis of symmetry are annular
rings of rectangular section; a slice of a typical cell C is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The center of a meridional section of C is the grid point
(r , z.), with r=(i-l)Ar. The boundary 3C of C consists of the circular
cylinders
Ri
= ^rz^: r=ri> z_<z<z+}
and the plane annuli
Z+
- {(r,z): ri_<r<r1+, z=z} .
In these descriptions
ri+






z. + Az 72 .
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The upward and downward z-increments may differ, because the study of
Czochralski bulk flow is facilitated by using an axially stretched grid
[3]. The height of the grid cell is
Az - (Az_ + Az+)/2





We shall be concerned with the rate of change of angular momentum,
and later of Svanberg vorticity, within C. Rather than repeat mathematical
displays, we shall define certain averages for a generic variable f, which
may represent ft, S, or any other quantity whose averages are of interest.
We use f to denote the average of f over the grid cell, i.e.,
i i J
Vf . = MfdV = 2ttJ r I
fdzdr = 2tt J
/ rfdrdz . (4)
At sufficiently high resolution, f . may be regarded as an
approximation
i J
to the value of f at the grid-point (r z.), but it is seldom necessary
i> J
to invoke this interpretation.
We also define averages over the bounding surfaces of C:
R Az.




For the purpose of computing advective fluxes, we introduce special weighted
averages , <f>7+
defined by the equations
<uf>_ = <u>_ , <wf>
= <w> <f>*+ . (?)
Ri Ri i
3. CONSERVATIVE DIFFERENCING FOR THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM THE AXIAL CORE
Those grid cells with i=l are cylindrical volumes of radius R =Ar/2,
centered on the axis of symmetry, as shown in Fig. 3. The volume of the
cell C centered at (0,z.) is therefore
o J
V = TT(Ar)2Az./4 tt-7.)
o J
and the average value f. . of the generic variable f over this cell is
1 J
given by
ff W\r/2 rZ+ /-Z+/-Ar/2
V f, . - l/fdv = 2tt / rf fdzdr = 2tt# / rfdrdz . (18}
0
,lj JJ JO Jz_ Jz_J0
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= {(r,z): 0<r<Ar/2, z=z} .
Averages and flux-weighted averages over these














resemblance between the advective and viscous terms in (31) to their
counterparts in (2) suggests in advance that this should be so.
2 4
Equation (31) has two distinctive terms, the coupling (3/3z) (ft /r ) and the
bouyancy (ag/r)3T/3r, but these present no special difficulty.
Thus our procedure will be to average (31) over C, obtaining a
prognostic equation for advancing S. .. Extending the notation of Section 2
in an obvious fashion, we write
AS, . (AS. .) (AS. .) (AS. .)
i>J
=
i.rra i.rza 1,3 c
At At At At







We now integrate (31) term by term, using either of the iterated forms in
(21) as appropriate. First,
(AS. .) ff, a
fZ+ r
V
x''l ra = - //- |- (ruS)dV = 2t\\ [ruS]
1
dz .
At JJr 3r Jz r.+
C
With (3), (5) and (7), therefore,
(AS, ) , / * * \
i?l1 = -V- (r. <u>p <S>D -r..<u>_ <S>_ ]
At r .Ar ^




4V |ii-2. = _ J7|_ (s)dV - 2tt / r[wS]z"dr .
C
ri-
Equations (3), (6) and (7) then yield
if
za
at: (<w>z <s>z ^w>z <<
(32)
Applying one or the other of these procedures to each of the remaining



























Each of the forms (32) through (37) is "conservative". That is, if
3C lies entirely within the fl'iid and off the axis of symmetry, any
increase in VS . . is exactly offset by a decrease in the total Svanberg
vorticity of the neighboring grid cells. This applies even to the coupling
and buoyancy terms: away from boundaries and the axis, these terms
redistribute Svanberg vorticity rather than create it.
5. CONSERVATIVE DIFFERENCING FOR THE SVANBERG VORTICITY THE AXIAL CORE
Using (18) to integrate (31) over the cylindrical volume C forces us
to deal with indeterminate forms, since one of the integrations begins at
r=0. The orders of some relevant quantities as r+0 were established near
the end of Section 2, but a few more are needed. With (14), (15). (29)
and the definition of S as u)/r, we obtain






When we integrate the viscous term in (31) , it will be necessary to note
that
r If (r2s) = 2S<'Z> + 0<r> <39>
Since thermal diffusivity will not permit a conical singularity in the
temperature field,
T = T +
T"r2
+ 0(r3) . (40)
o o











We now repeat the analysis of the preceeding section, with appropriate
changes to reflect that we are dealing with the cylindrical cell Cq rather
i.





With (5), (7), (17), (38) and (40), therefore,




Air. Ar R.+ R1+
4. CONSERVATIVE DIFFERENCING FOR THE SVANBERG VORTICITY OFF THE AXIS
If the vorticity to is defined in terms of the meridional velocity
components according to
oj = 3w/3r - 3u/3z , (29)
>
then a) satisfies the equation










+ vV^ - v
-j
; (30)
the buoyancy term involves new symbols, viz., the volumetric expansion
coefficient a, the gravitational acceleration g, and the local temperature
T. From (30) one may derive a prognostic equation governing the Svanberg
vorticity S=tu/r:
ff + if-^+f^+feg)
qg 3T v 3
r 3r r 3r
13
/ 2oN- t- (r S)
r 3r
32q
+ v i-f . (31)
3z
In Section 2, we derived procedures for advancing ft. . by consideration
of angular momentum interchange between grid cells. Ultimately one must
make estimates of various averages over the bounding surfaces of the cells,
but the analysis itself dealt with finite quantities rather than
infinitesimals. No analogous procedure applies here, because the Svanberg
vorticity is defined differentialy, i.e., locally. We must derive the
differencing procedures from (31): there is no
other route.
Fortunately
- and this is the advantage of using S rather than cu
-
Eq. (31) is of a form which is easily integrated over
the grid-cell C. The
Next,
V (AS1 l>a rAr/2
-^=2*JQ
rtwS]z+dr .
Equations (17), (19) and (20) then yield










which presents the problem of estimating <7ft/r ) / n These
z
quantities, which are defined on grid-cell boundaries, must be estimated
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It is consistent with (22) to take
,2
ft_\2N






The higher order procedure which led to (26) should be accompanied by a
more complicated form here. Carrying out the integration (43) with the
quadratic and quartic terms both retained in ft leads to
2
/(^j\2\ * V- + .i (*>> r10Qi ^nS r1163fii 4>
\\r2y/l,j
(Ar)4 (9Ar)4 2'J ^ 2'J 1,j






The,same technique, applied to the radial viscous term, involves the








Using (39) and (41) to evaluate the second term, we obtam
(AS1.1>rv 8v
At (Ar)' \h^\ - 2<SX
1+
(45)
The first term, together with its counterpart in (36), represents an
exchange of Svanberg vorticity between C and its annular neighbor. As
in Section 3, the factor of eight reflects the volume-ratio of these two
cells.
The presence of the second term in (45) implies that, in a viscous
fluid, Svanberg vorticity is created or destroyed at the axis of symmetry.
If S were a physically conserved quantity, this would be a disturbing
result because, as far as the three-dimensional flow field is concerned,
x=y=0 is just one more vertical line. One would expect physically
conserved quantities to enter the flow field only at boundaries, or perhaps
where external force fields act as sources, as in (44).
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APPENDIX 3
VIEWFACTORS
A sample of the viewfactor evaluation was given in the text,
the surface-to-shield viewfactor. There were 6 more viewfactors,
1) surface-to-wall, 2) shield-to-crystal, 3) shield-to-wall, 4)
shield-to-crystal, 5) shield-to-furnace top and 6) crystal-to-
furnace top to be calculated. Once one viewfactor from a given
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To verify the use of CONFAC II was done correct, the surface to
shield and surface to wall viewfactor were calculated and equation
1 was verified. To obtain the viewfactor in the opposite




The surface-to-wall viewfactor was calculated based on
projecting a line from the surface to the shield and determining
where, on the wall it hits. This is done for a point at the lower
and upper edge of the shield. To simplify the equation the
z-coordinate was taken as the same as the shield value. The x and
and y components were calculated in the following sequence.
1. Determine equation of the line that passes through the
surface element and the tangent point on the shield line
XY (fig. 1 )
y













3. Substitute equation 3 into 4 and solving for x using
quadric equation.
4. Then substitute the x value into equation 3 to
obtain y.
5. The wall is defined by a set of points
calculated
between points A-B-C-D-A and using
equal spacing










FIGURE 1 - SURFACE-TO- Wall VIEWFACTOR
FURNACE VIEWS
a. Calculate the angle 0 = tan-* yj/x^
b. Divide by the number of division desired (n)
c. Calculate the points by
X = R shield sin (n-1) (0/n)
Y = R shield cos (n-1) (0/n)
The next viewfactor is the shield-to-wall value. This was
calculated in a slightly different manner. In the first case, the
viewfactor was calculated from a point to surface. In this case,
the viewfactor was between two surfaces. The difference will be
that an average value from several areas of the shield has to be
determined as seen by the shaded area in fig. and using the
following procedure.
1. Calculate wall intersection. These are the points that
are intersected by the tangent plane on the shield as seen
in figure 2 .





-b)2 = 0, ci
= slope




Cl zl + b
c. Z value for given X
z = (x - b)/Cx
d. Note that the value of x and z are the
same on the
wall as they are on the shield
e. y
= (Rwall2 " x2)







2. Pick value of N to divide the area of the shield in equal
areas. See figure Xc
a. Areas shield










- Sh . ,, , .. . .
where X. = Sh.
l in





(XN + XN_!)/2 12
3. The values of the wall points and shield points are sent
to the Confac subroutine to calculate viewfactor.
The crystal-to-shield viewfactor was obtained by taking a
point half way up the crystal and using this as the average
viewfactor for the crystal as seen in figure 3 , the same basic
approach is taken. 0\ and 02 are obtained by the geometry.
Then the location of the shield that was
"seen"
by the element is
then obtained.
Once V.F.su_sh, V.F.su_wa, V.F.sh_wa, V.F.crvr_sh,















The last three viewfactors are obtained by equation 1. The
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